Our 176 Vehicle Fleet travels our 18 county service area.

With vehicles ranging from pickup trucks to 53-foot trailers, we deliver product to all of our partners and hubs who then distribute it directly to the community. Some of these trucks endure very long routes, one going as far as 234 miles round trip! Our fleets have driven more than 1.4 million miles, covering an average 4,200 deliveries per month.

Our bobtails can haul up to 25,999 pounds or 12 pallets of food! These trailers can haul up to 52,000 pounds or 22 pallets of food! Houston Food Bank’s mobile pantries carry up to 10 pallets worth of food!

Fun Fact!
The type of trucks used for our mobile pantries are traditionally beverage trailers, meaning they are refrigerated. Thanks to this, they are used to distribute perishable foods directly from the truck!